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For the 46 million Americans over age 65, I REALLY LIKE Being Old will be a breath of fresh air. Rather
than “how to” publication, it is a merchant account of how, at age 96, I've made greatest the last stage
of a very blessed life.” When aged timers finish scanning this book, I'd like them to believe, “If that old
codger can do it, so can I!
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  So many typos in the reserve! Every senior, or one approaching that stage of lifestyle, should read this
reserve. On a more serious note, however, the book showed Mr.Much less good as I expected. Five Stars
excellent read. wonderfully written Much less good as I expected Was okay.He would be a complete delight
to have as a friend This is a most entertaining account of later years by someone who has gotten the
most out of life at all stages. Jagoe to be a highly principled man, the likes of which the world could use a
lot more of. Was all over the place A truly fun read Regardless of how good a existence we feel we have,
growing old could be scary. There's the misconception that above a certain age there is nothing to
anticipate. It will definitely modification your perspective on growing older.I love that - makes me great
and ready for the old age.A fun read. I was not happy about growing older until I browse this book I had
not been happy about getting older until I read this book. He'd be a complete delight to have as a pal,
someone to have one glass of wine with and pay attention to his amusing stories. At least one copy should
be atlanta divorce attorneys senior living community.This book has underscored that this is not so, that, on
the contrary, when we get old is whenever we can have the best times.
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